Enroll Now!

5-day ELLC Institute in Kansas City:
March 12-16, 2018

To enroll, go to: http://hdfs.missouri.edu/cfpr/ellc_regform.php and copy the form and fax to Kathy Thornburg at (573) 884-0598 or email it to ThornburgK@missouri.edu. If you have any questions, give Kathy a call at (573) 882-9998. Group rates are available.

Phonological Awareness (1-day) on February 23rd
Math/Science (1-day) on April 27
To enroll, go to: http://hdfs.missouri.edu/cfpr/ellc.html

Don’t Forget to Order the New ELLC!
The Emerging Language and Literacy Curriculum is now available in the 2nd Edition!
It is a 2-volume set for easier handling. You will want to purchase it sometime this year to switch over and get the latest and greatest from the ELLC! Be sure to find the free ELLC resources on the Dynamic Resources website!

Order NEW 2-book set from:
https://dynamic-resources.org/pages/early-language-and-literacy-curriculum

Order the 8 New Children’s Books:
If you have all the children’s books for the “old” ELLC, there is a list of the new children’s books you will need to purchase when you get the 2nd Edition! The 8 new books can be ordered from:

A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words!
This lower right-hand corner will be a place we can post pictures of learning centers used with the ELLC. Please send me pictures (no children) that make you proud and we will see how many we can post.

Quote of the Day:
“I loved being able to meet with teachers from other districts and hearing ideas on how they implement various activities and components of the curriculum.”

Teacher

If you want an ELLC Institute to come to your area, contact Kathy at 573 882-9998 or ThornburgK@missouri.edu.

Certified ELLC Instructors
Shirley Patterson, Ph.D., CCC-SLP
Eva Trumbower, M.S., CCC-SLP
Mary Joan Wood, MHS, CCC-SLP
Jennifer Lehr, M.S., CCC-SLP
Julie Ornes, MHS, CCC-SLP
Dana McMillan, MA

To Contact the Institute:

Director
Dr. Kathy Thornburg
Phone: 573.882.9998
Email: ThornburgK@missouri.edu

Mailing Address
Institute for Professional Development
University of Missouri
1400 Rock Quarry Rd.
Columbia, MO 65211-3280

Website
http://hdfs.missouri.edu/cfpr/centers_ELLC.html